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Case Study

Environmental Services agency exceeds
employee expectations with virtual
desktop deployment
“There are thousands of seats with Teradici PCoIP technology in our
region. I recommend it to anyone who needs a consistent desktop
presence for their users, and an easy-to-manage user experience.”
REMCO RINZEMA
MANAGER, ICT
OMGEVINGSDIENST ZUIDOOST–BRABANT, THE NETHERLANDS

AT A GLANCE
Situation

Government agency, environmental services
llEindhoven (central office), four satellite offices across The Netherlands
ll180 employees
ll

Challenge

Major organizational transformation
llManagement complexity (mix of fat/thin clients)
llCost sensitivity (total cost of ownership)
ll

Omgevingsdienst Zuidoost–Brabant
(ODZOB), a government agency
in The Netherlands, provides
environmental services for
municipalities in the Southeast
Brabant region. The agency
manages licensing, supervision,
and enforcement aimed at keeping
public spaces safe, and offers a
depth of knowledge and expertise
that ensures quality services.
www.odzob.nl

Solution

New information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure
deployment
llStandardization: virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
llVMware Horizon View, Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients, Teradici PCoIP
Hardware Accelerator
ll

®

Results

Easy, fast deployment: simple unpack and plug-in for zero clients; easy
infrastructure expansion and provisioning of new sites
llEmployee satisfaction: high performance for familiar applications
including graphical and CPU-intensive programs; consistent user
experience
llLower OPEX: no more troubleshooting endpoint failures; freed up one
full‑time engineer
llQuiet, cool workplace: noticeable noise reduction; 66-percent energy
reduction for desktops
llSecurity: sensitive case data remains in the data center (never on
local storage)
ll

www.teradici.com

“Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients are so easy to
manage – it is still amazing to us. We needed a
simple solution and Teradici technology makes it a
simple solution.”
REMCO RINZEMA
MANAGER, ICT
OMGEVINGSDIENST ZUIDOOST–BRABANT

Information is everything for the environmental experts at the Omgevingsdienst
Zuidoost–Brabant (ODZOB). They have to provide government clients in their
region quick and accurate guidance as well as rapidly responding to any incident
that puts public safety at risk.
A major organizational change last year challenged the Southeast Brabant
agency’s ICT team to rethink and redefine their information and communication
infrastructure:
llMobility:

Employees at all five sites spend a lot of time in the field and need
anytime, anywhere access to centralized information.

llManageability:

The mix of fat clients (Windows XP) and thin clients (Windows 2003
with Citrix) was unreliable and difficult to manage.

llComplexity:

Applications vary greatly, from standard office productivity tools
and financial systems to a few dozen industry-specific solutions for mapping,
measuring pollution levels, analyzing land use, and more.

llQuality

user experience: High-resolution displays and high-performance
computing for graphics applications determine the quality of results. Together
with performance, accuracy is important for meeting expectations about user
experience.

Virtual desktop infrastructure with Teradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerator
and Zero Clients checked all the boxes. The ICT team aimed to meet all of
the agency’s technology requirements with a new infrastructure design and
deployment. The solution leveraged the organization’s previous investments in
server virtualization, which was based on a VMware vSphere platform.
“We put the focus on desktop standardization,” explained Remco Rinzema, ICT
manager at ODZOB. “We had to deliver a flexible and modern desktop solution for
in-office users as well as remote workers. A VDI solution seemed to be the best
to fit our needs, and after we evaluated different VDI solution vendors we chose a
combination of VMware and Teradici technology.”
A pilot deployment of VMware Horizon View and Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients
validated ICT’s confidence in the new infrastructure plan, and the organization
moved forward with the deployment to all five sites.
Today, most desktops have been replaced with zero clients and employees can
also remotely login using VMware Horizon clients or HTML browser access.
Thanks to the use of the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator for any applications, ODZOB
employees have gained consistent desktop experiences from wherever they
work: in the office, in the field, or at home. For the most demanding graphics
application, the addition of Teradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerator cards in 10
workstations gave remote users the same performance as local users.
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“Employees have been really surprised and amazed by the
new technology – they are happy using it. It helps them do
their jobs and also helps them work together and share
information. One employee told us, ‘This is the first time in
my life when I have newer technology at work than at home.’”

The new infrastructure went above
and beyond initial goals. The positive
reaction of the end users accelerated
the deployment, which exceeded
expectations in terms of rate and level
of adoption.
“We initially aimed to deploy VDI to
most users, and now we have exceeded
our targets using VMware Horizon
View and Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients,”
said Rinzema. “Employees have been
really surprised and amazed by the
new technology – they are happy using
it. It helps them do their jobs and also
helps them work together and share
information. One employee told us,
‘This is the first time in my life when I
have newer technology at work than at
home.’ The business’ management is
also very happy with the IT changes. We
get lots of compliments every week.”
One parameter – number of Help Desk
calls – has dropped since deploying
VDI, hardware accelerator, and zero
clients. “Supporting this solution
is a lot easier,” said Rinzema. “We
were really busy before, and now
some days we get only two or three
desktop calls. And we don’t spend time
troubleshooting endpoints anymore.
If a client fails, we replace it from our
on-site inventory of devices. It has been
an amazing improvement – the solution
works and that’s great.”
“We have a small IT team and saving
one full-time engineer for supporting
end users means big savings and
allows us to focus on other things now.
Teradici PCoIP Zero Clients are so easy
to manage – it is still amazing to us. We
don’t have to deal with desktops every
day or deal with numerous settings
and parameters. We needed a simple
solution and Teradici technology makes
this a simple solution. Managing it
involves just two web pages – that’s it.”

Products used
PCoIP Zero Clients
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator (APEX 2800)
VMware vSphere
VMware Horizon View 5.2

The new infrastructure also changes
the work environment for the
environmental specialists. Employees
have commented on the much quieter,
cooler workplace. Energy consumption
has also dropped for desktops. “As
an agency that strives to make the
best use of the environment, we are
pleased to see that the zero clients only
require about one third of the energy
compared to our previous systems,”
said Rinzema.
The agency is optimistic about the
future. ODZOB is currently pilottesting a zero client replacement for
the remaining workstations, with the
goal of 100-percent operation on zero
clients. The combination of a Teradici
PCoIP Hardware Accelerator card
and a graphics card allows them to
migrate the last CPU-bound graphics
application without compromising the
user experience.
The technology team also knows that
they can easily extend infrastructure to
a new building that is being planned.
Rinzema explained, “IT-wise, moving
into a new building is just a matter of
physically unpacking the zero clients,
putting them on desks, and switching
them on. That’s it – we don’t have to do
anything else.”
Word about the benefits of VDI and zero
clients is spreading. ODZOB serves 21
cities and local governments. Almost
half of those have now deployed
Teradici solutions, including zero
clients and hardware accelerators.
“There are thousands of seats with
Teradici PCoIP technology in our
region,” said Rinzema. “I recommend
it to anyone who needs a consistent
desktop presence for their users, and
an easy-to-manage user experience.”
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